Lynah, Maurice
Stafford Co.
Survey 23 Dec. 1726
346 acres
Warrant date from survey 12 Nov. 1725
1 Item
By virtue of a Warrant from the Proprietor's Office dated the 12th day of November 1726. Surveyed for Maurice Lynah of Stafford County 396 Acres of land lying & being in the County of Accomac on the Head of Some Small Spots out of the Sound of Accquia. It is bounded as folio. Beginning at A, a popular corner to the Land of Nic: Brent. To the Land of Henry Brent. Extending thence S. D. W. 120 p. to B a red Oak thence S. 66 E. 180 p. to C a white oak in the Head of a Dale. thence S. 30 E. 33 p. to D a red Oak corner to the Land of Nic. Lynah. thence E. 320 p. to E a red Oak in the line of Nic. Lynah's Land. Finally N. 49 W. 490 p. to the Beginning as of the Plat Annexed.
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